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Abstract.  Due to significant systematical errors of the experimental nuclear spectroscopy data obtained by

different methods one is often forced to deal with a very discrepant data. To remove the systematical errors and

increase data accuracy and reliability, new data processing technologies were developed. One can obtain also

new information have not (could not) been obtained before. It is shown that energies of the first 2+ levels in Zr

isotopes can be explained in the framework of the shell-model approach. A separation of 2d5/2 subshell in 96Zr

(like 1f7/2 subshell in 48Ca) is found, so the neutron number N = 56 becomes like a magic number for Z = 40. To

explain a similarity in decay properties of 48Ca and 96Zr an additional interaction between closed structures

consisting of 20 and 28 nucleons is proposed. Irregularities of the ground state spin values in K isotopes are

explained by the inversion of the proton 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 orbitals.
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INTRODUCTION

The methods of the extracting of the physical information from data of any experiment are based usually on

using of relationships of a definite degree of generalization. If it is possible to connect data of two or more

experiments using more general relations than those used for data extracting from experiments it means that one

has a group of complementary experiments. Connecting each other of the complementary experimental data via

more general relations can help to overcome information limitation of typical data obtained in ordinary way: it

means a removing a systematical deviations caused by assumed model dependence from data analyzed jointly.

The nucleon pick-up and stripping reactions experiments on the same initial nucleus present an example of

the complementary pair concerns. The values of the spectroscopic factors can be obtained from these experiments

by taking into account, as a rule, the DWBA normalization procedure and definite kind of the nuclear potential. As

a result, absolute values of the spectroscopic values can differ by factor 2 and more. Besides, ignorance of some j

values increases the systematical uncertainty significantly. The only exception is experiments with polarized

particles. However, if spin and parity of the initial nucleus are equal to 0+ the total transferred angular momentum

is equal to that of a level feeding in the final nucleus.
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PUTTING NUCLEON PICK-UP AND STRIPPING REACTION DATA
IN ACCORDANCE TO EACH OTHER

The main idea of the method1) is to correct the experimental data so that the following constraints:
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should fill out 3 single-particle orbitals closest to Fermi energy, for which data are presented with a maximum of

completeness2). Moreover,
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for all. Here Snlj
m  are sums of the individual spectroscopic factors m

nljS (Ex) of levels with energies Ex. The upper signs

+ and – denote a nucleon stripping and pick-up, correspondingly. The sum in (3) is taken over valent and upper

subshells in the first term and over the lower subshells in the second one. N is a nucleus total number of nucleons

(protons or neutrons). The essence of (3) is that a residual interaction does not change the total number of nucleons

in a nucleus. To this aim two degrees of freedom are used: (i) a new normalization condition for experimental data
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is introduced ( +
nljS (Ex) → n+ +

nljS (Ex), −
nljS (Ex) → n- −

nljS (Ex)); (ii) all known information about a spin of the final

states is taken into account, and moreover, all possibilities are investigated for states with unknown spins.

As a result, intervals for factors n+ and n- as well as for j values are determined. More reliable values of

spectroscopic factors allow one to avoid a discrepancy between various experimental data, both pick-up data and

stripping data.

Nucleon occupation probabilities of single-particle orbitals
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and single-particle energies
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are determined by using the improved spectroscopic factors. In (5) )(AB , )1( +AB  are separation energies of a

corresponding nucleon in a target nucleus and in a nucleus with one added nucleon; +
nlje , _

nlje  are centroids of the

spectroscopic factor distributions.

Databases ENSDF3,4) and NSR5) were used as a source of the pick-up, stripping, and spin value data.
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EVIDENCE OF THE MAGITY OF 96Zr

Table 1 presents the energies of the first 2+ states in 90,92,94,96Zr isotopes. There are clear maxima at N = 50 and

N = 56. The N = 50 maximum has an ordinary explanation, because N = 50 is the well-known magic number.

However, the N = 56 maximum demands a special explanation.

TABLE 1. Rounded energies of the first 2+ states of even-even nuclei of Zr.

Nucleus 90Zr 92Zr 94Zr 96Zr

Number of

neutrons N

50 52 54 56

E(2+,1), keV 2187 935 919 1751

Neutron single-particle energies obtained via the method described above are displayed in Fig. 1. Increasing

in N leads to a lowering of the 2d5/2 subshell from the shell N = 51 - 82 so that in 96Zr the subshell becomes well

separated from it. Since in 96Zr the neutron subshell 2d5/2 is closed, N = 56 becomes somewhat like a magic

number (analogous picture of a separation of the subshell 1f7/2 in Ca isotopes was found out earlier6), the neutron

number N = 28 was suggested to consider (Fig.2) as a magic one). Correspondingly, two maxima of the energies of

the first 2+ states at the neutron numbers N = 20 and N = 28 one can observe in Ca isotopes (see Table 2).
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FIGURE 1.  Positions of neutron subshells in 90.92.94.96 Zr isotopes.
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TABLE 2. Rounded energies E(2+,1) of the first 2+ states of even-even nuclei of Ca.
Nucl 40Ca 42Ca 44Ca 46Ca 48Ca
N 20 22 24 26 28
E,
keV

3905 1525 1157 1346 3832
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FIGURE 2.  Positions of neutron subshells in 40.42.44.46.48Са isotopes.

Table 3 presents the results of investigations of proton subshells in Zr isotopes. Whereas the occupation

probabilities in 90,92,94Zr are close to 0.1 in the 1g9/2 orbital (thus corresponding to one proton in this orbital),

probability of the proton 1g9/2 orbital appears to be exactly zero in 96Zr.  This follows from distributions of single-

proton spectroscopic factors over final states in Y isotopes: while in 89,91,93Y one can observe one-proton transfers

with l = 4, j = 9/2 and spectroscopic factors S- (Ex) = 0.9 - 1.3 to levels in the excitation energy range 0.5 - 0.9

MeV, similar transfers to the states of 95Y nucleus are not observed at all. It means that a rearrangement of nuclear

structure takes place in 96Zr so that this nucleus becomes stiffer and, probably, its shape becomes closer to a
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spherical one. This feature is typical for a magic nucleus, thus we conclude that N = 56 is a magic number for a

nucleus with Z = 40.

TABLE 3. Nucleon occupation probabilities Nnlj and single-particle energies –Enlj (MeV)
of proton orbits in nuclei 90,92,94,96Zr.

Nlj Nnlj-Enlj
90Zr 92Zr 94Zr 96Zr

1g9/2 Nnlj
-Enlj

0.06(5)
5.41(54)

0.08(5)
4.98(142)

0.09(5)
6.74(80)

0.00(0)
7.48(750

2p1/2 Nnlj
-Enlj

0.58(5)
6.97(70)

0.49(3)
7.66(77)

0.75(5)
9.37(94)

0.81(5)
10.59(106)

1f5/2 Nnlj
-Enlj

1.00(2)
10.37(110)

1.00(2)
10.93(110)

1.00(2)
11.49(115)

0.94(5)
12.17(122)

2p3/2 Nnlj
-Enlj

-
-

-
-

0.87(5)
11.11(112)

-
-
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It is worthwhile to point out that the number N = 56 is not a magic one combining with other Z values, i.e. for

Mo, Ru isotopes, etc. This fact forces us to pay attention to a relation between numbers 40 and 56. Let us note that

56 is equal to 2 × 28, and 40 is equal to 2×20 and then we follow along the way of an analogy between 96Zr and
48Ca. Indeed, the analogy goes quite far, if we consider a data on decays of these two nuclei. Both nuclei, 48Ca and
96Zr, decay via 2β− mode – quite rare decay, which is less than 1% of all type decays, and T1/2(48Ca) = (4.2+3.3

-1.3) ×

1019 years7), T1/2(96Zr)=(2.1+0.8 (stat)
-0.4 (stat) ± 0.2(syst)) × 1019 years8). This is really fantastic coincidence: one

nucleus is twice as large as the other one, and both of them decay via the same rare mode. Moreover, the half-life

time of the heavier is exactly one half of the lighter.

All these facts can be explained if one supposes the existence of an additional interaction between closed

structures Z = 20 and N = 28 in the nuclei 48Ca and 96Zr. The nucleus 48Ca is known as a neutron-rich nucleus

although it is quite stable. Interaction between the proton Z = 20 and the neutron N = 28 closed structures can be

responsible for this specific stability.
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At least two heuristic schemes of a coupling between proton and neutron subsystems can be proposed in the

framework of the above assumption: a compound cluster model and a “nuclear crystal” model.

The first model (see Fig.3) supposes two levels of interactions of cluster-like structures.

20

28

20

28

a a

b

FIGURE 3.  A scheme of 96Zr compound cluster model.

The interaction A couples Z = 20 and N = 28 structures to 48Ca, and its destroying leads to 2β−− decay with

half-life 4.2 × 1019 years. The interaction B couples “clusters” 48Ca to the 96Zr nucleus. The interaction B is

supposed to be stronger than the interaction A, and destroying one of two A -interactions leads to destruction of the

whole system and to 2β−− decay with total half-life 2.1 × 1019 years.
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The second model supposes two-valent coupling between Z = 20 and N = 28 structures in 48Ca (Fig.4a). 96Zr

nucleus is constructed from these two-valent structures like a molecule (Fig.4b). Thus, in both cases, 48Ca and 96Zr,

one gets systems with additional stiffness that could be characterized as “nuclear crystal”.

FIGURE 4.  A two-valent coupling model: a - 48Ca; b - 96Zr.
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POSITIONS OF PROTON SUBSHELLS IN CA ISOTOPES

In Table 4 one-nucleon occupation probabilities as well as single-particle energies of proton orbitals in

nuclides 40,42,44,46,48Ca obtained from pick-up, stripping, and spin value data are presented.  One can observe the

inversion of the 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 subshells in 48Ca isotope. This peculiarity explains irregularities in spin-parity

values of the ground states K isotopes: 39,41,43,45K the ground states are Jπ = 3/2+, whereas 47K ground state is 1/2+.

To describe the placement of proton subshells in 48Ca and, in particular, the inversion of 1d3/2 - 2s1/2 subshells, it

was assumed that a proton spin-orbit splitting decreases in this nucleus.

1d3/2

2s1/2

1d5/2

monotonic lowering

This hypothesis was tested by calculations within a dispersion optical model for 40,42,44,46,48Ca8) and it was

shown that this assumption allows one to describe the inversion adequately.
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TABLE 4. Nucleon occupation probabilities Nnlj (upper numbers) and single-particle energies –Enlj

(MeV) of proton orbits in nuclei 40,42,44,46,48Ca.
40Ca 42Ca 44Ca 46Ca 48Ca

1f5/2 -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00

3.81(12)

2p1/2 0.00

-2.38 (24)

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.01 (1)

2.35 (68)

2p3/2 0.09 (0.02)

0.73 (29)

0.02 (1)

1.30 (18)

0.05 (2)

4.99 (51)

-

-

0.01 (1)

3.95 (53)

1f7/2 0.06 (2)

1.67 (22)

0.08 (3)

4.09 (45)

0.13 (3)

7.68 (78)

0.02 (2)

7.89(99)

0.02 (2)

8.62 (100)

1d3/2 0.97 (3)

9.52 (152)

0.76 (7)

10.03 (150)

0.72 (7)

10.81 (108)

0.94 (4)

13.53 (138)

0.94 (5)

15.96 (100)

2s1/2 1.00

10.94 (109)

0.90 (5)

> 11.29

0.77 (7)

11.39 (114)

0.93 (4)

13.94 (139)

0.84 (9)

14.41 (158)

1d5/2 0.96 (2)

14.32 (143)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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CONCLUSIONS

On the base of the nuclear spectroscopy data analysis new interesting information about the single-particle

structure of the Zr and Ca isotopes is obtained. The most important conclusions are the following:

• Behavior of the energies of the first 2+ levels in Zr isotopes is explained in the framework of a shell model

approach. A strong separation of the neutron 2d5/2 subshell in 96Zr (like it is with the 1f7/2 subshell in 48Ca) is

found, so that the neutron number N = 56 can be considered as a magic one in a nucleus with Z = 40. To

explain some correlations in decay properties of 48Ca and 96Zr an additional interaction between closed

structures of 20- and 28 nucleons is proposed.

• Irregularities of the ground state spins along the K isotopic chain are explained in the framework of a shell

model approach by  the inversion of the 1d3/2 and 2s1/2 proton orbitals.
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The MSU SINP Centre for Photoniuclear Experiments
Data (Centr Dannykh Fotoyadernykh Eksperimentov -
CDFE) Web-site main page:
http://cdfe.sinp.msu.ru
                            The CDFE databases – online services.
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Complete Nuclear Spectroscopy
Database “Relational ENSDF”
Search Engine (query for A = 50 - 150,
level energies 10 - 12 MeV, gamma-
quanta energies 1000 - 1030 keV.
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Output table and links to ENSDF
source file and appropriate NSR
document.
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“Relational ENSDF”:
query for levels with Jπ = 69/2+

and energies 9 - 10 MeV (energies of gammas and final
level energies and Jπ are requested also).
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“Relational ENSDF”:
query for levels with Jπ = 7/2-, isospin T =
3/2, energies E = 1 – 13 MeV and photon
energies Eγ = 2 – 5 MeV (final level
energy and Jπ are requested).
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Relational ENSDF query for all nuclear
levels included into the ENSDF in 2002
for which information on isospin value is
available.

…
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Relational ENSDF query for γ-transitions
with changing of isospin value from 2 to 1
(photon energy and multipolarity values
requested).
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Relational ENSDF query for nuclei with
levels having isospin value T ≥ 10.
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Relational ENSDF query for levels
with energy more than neutron
separation energy (requested also)
in region 4 – 5 MeV.
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Relational ENSDF query for all
reactions with incident A = 40 nuclides.
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Relational ENSDF query for γ–transitions between the
levels with definite Jπ values (in case both – 20+).

The only one level with Jπ
final = 22+.
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Relational ENSDF Levels data search perspectives
(new fields - under construction).


